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FOUNDER
Karen Hollenbach is a leading Communication Strategy
Consultant, Workshop Facilitator and LinkedIn Specialist.
Working with individuals and organisations to develop
better systems to attract, acquire and engage clients or
future employers, Karen provides clients with practical
strategies for rethinking their approach to business and
career.

As the Founder of Think Bespoke, Karen provides a
tailored approach for her clients, developing relevant
tools and action plans for each individual and team
through coaching, training and education to help
improve business performance and overall happiness.
With a warm, friendly & down to earth approach that
immediately disarms, challenges & creates new ways of
thinking about a business, team or career, Karen’s clients
often refer to her as the 'LinkedIn Lady' and generous
supporter of other experts in their field.
Formally trained with a Bachelor of Business, Marketing,
Karen is a Registered Teacher with the VIT, a Certified
Trainer and has extensive experience training high
performance teams and facilitating formal business
training programs.
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THI NK BESPOKE WORKSHOPS




LinkedIn Intensive
LinkedIn Business Training
Social Media Management Services (LinkedIn)

www.thinkbespoke.co m.au
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SERVI CES OFFERED

GUEST SPEAKING TOPIC OR
TRAINING WORKSHOP AUSTRALIA WIDE
Karen is available as a guest
speaker for conferences or
trainer for workshops across
Australia, preparing tailored
interactive sessions on
encouraging your team to rethink LinkedIn as part of their
sales and marketing approach.
CAREER CONSULTATIONS
If you are considering your next
career move, planning a change
in career direction, returning to
work or exploring a redundancy,
we have the tools and experience
to partner you through this
journey.
Our focus is on helping you
uncover clear goals that will
enhance your happiness and
satisfaction with your career
choices.

